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Quick Start Guide
Welcome to LevelUp!
This guide provides you with the essentials to get started with
your teacher login. First, go to https://levelupreader.com.
Enter your username and password to see your personalized bookshelf.

A navigation bar at the top of the page takes you to the main
sections of LevelUp: Bookshelf, My Collection, My Classroom,
and Reports.
The Bookshelf is organized into scrolling carousels. Carousels
offer books by interest or type (science books, phonics books)
or books based on your usage (books assigned to your
students, books you have yet to complete).

Click any book cover to see more. The resulting
window shows the book’s Lexile measure, page count,
and other details. Toggle between English, Spanish, or
bilingual versions of the book. Browse resources like
graphic organizers and lesson plans. Access printable
versions of the book in different sizes. Assign the book
to students and track their progress.

Use LevelUp’s Search feature to discover resources. Powerful filtering helps you find exactly the resource you need.
Narrow your search by language, Lexile measure, fiction vs. nonfiction, page count, book audio length, or topic and
category (such as Fantasy or My Community).
Every book includes a comprehension
quiz that assesses multiple skills
and state standards. The advanced
filters menu allows you to assign
resources that will get you exactly
the data you need. Do you have
a student struggling with “main
idea” comprehension? Select that
filter to see books that include quiz
questions assessing that particular skill.
Standards filters, which populate with
your state ELA standards, work the
same way.

My Collection is a place to access
favorite books you have saved.

On your Bookshelf, icons
below each book allow you to
quickly assign or save books.

My Classroom contains an interactive
class roster and other tools. Sort students
into reading groups. Adjust how often
students are given comprehension
quizzes after completing books and
whether quizzes contain constructed
response items. Control student access to
the game environment. LevelUp discerns
reading level with periodic assessments,
but teachers can also trigger assessments
as they see fit. Monitor student progress
on books you have assigned. Your inbox
is where you review students’ written
constructed response items.

Reports offers insights on student usage and
performance. Powerful filtering allows you
to sort data by date, reading group, and
language. Graphs and charts illustrate student
and class reading level progress according to
Lexile reader measures. See data on books
read, quizzes taken, and time spent reading.
Monitor reading growth and pinpoint
instructional needs by reviewing students’
mastery of comprehension skills and state ELA
standards. Snapshots of data allow you to
spot trends, while the ability to drill down into
the data—including seeing individual student
answers on quiz questions—offers deeper
understanding.

